12" x 12" x .375"
HDPE Shelf

~25" MAX

AFCZ5-66 Z-Arm

WM Slider Attached by Set Screws

Safety Stopper at Each End

Rail Has to be Mounted to a Rigid Wall

ISOMETRIC VIEW
SCALE: ~3" = 1' - 0"

ISOMETRIC VIEW (with Covers)
SCALE: ~1-1/2" = 1' - 0"

All Components are Individually Height Adjustable.
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DRAWN BY: BD
DATE: 8/6/15
DESCRIPTION: Wall Mount

APPROVED

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
FRACTIONAL .001
2 PL. DEC. .001
3 PL. DEC. .0001
ANGULAR .003

SCALE AS SHOWN SHEET: 1 OF 1

REV SIZE A

WM18_ShZ_01